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Executive Summary
Digital technology and mobile devices have become an integral part of 
everyday life, and consumers are empowered by choice. Why then, is it so 
difficult for them to have choice and gain control over their data and digital 
advertising experience? As the internet matures, and new privacy regulations 
are put in place, a monumental shift in digital advertising is occurring.

Organizations need to understand and engage consumers on mobile, 
maximize revenue from digital advertising spend, and monetize mobile assets - 
all while building user trust. In today’s digital economy, providing consumers 
with control over their digital advertising experience is not only the right thing 
to do, it’s a legal requirement, and, imperative for business. 

But organizations who understand the commercial importance of executing 
an effective advertising strategy driven by user choice face three critical 
obstacles: 

Ogury has created the first advertising engine driven by user choice. It has been 
specifically designed to remove these obstacles. It enables organizations to 
engage mobile users who have made an informed choice, and monetize mobile 
assets while building user trust. 

This document provides you with a fundamental overview of the shift that’s 
transforming digital advertising as we know it. Detailing exactly why this shift 
is occurring now, why it’s so important to organizations today, and how to 
overcome the obstacles that block your ability to respond. 
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Advertising technology and data vendors don’t collect consent directly 
and often can’t trace the origin of user consent. Meaning brands and 
publishers are missing effective solutions to obtain and manage user 
choices and guarantee compliance, without negatively impacting 
performance and business results.

The inability to see what’s happening in user journeys outside their own 
apps and websites, which diminishes the relevance of the ads delivered. 
They are forced to use third-party data, which is often unconsented. 
While this can improve audience reach short-term, it is risky and can 
lead to huge fines, damaged reputations, and wasted budget on toxic 
data and ineffective campaigns.

Complexity and opacity of the digital advertising ecosystem, with 
unacceptable levels of fraud. As a result, brands and publishers 
unknowingly waste budgets on fake users, fraudulent apps and 
expose their brands to undesirable content.
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Since the beginning, consumers have 
been lied to. 

When it comes to using the internet, consumers have been led to believe 
that content is free, when in reality it isn’t. They’re actually paying with their 
data, unknowingly.  

Behaviors are tracked and personal information is used, without permission and 
without consent. Every second of every day, data is systematically stolen from 
users. It’s used to target them with ads they haven’t chosen to see, to fund 
‘free’ content.

Consumers have become the product of the internet, without being given any 
other choice. Brands and publishers have become the accidental perpetrators, 
without being given an alternative solution. The entire digital ecosystem is built 
on this opaque and hypocritical model.

Brands and publishers are trapped.

To grow, organizations need to engage consumers on mobile. So marketers 
are under constant pressure to demonstrate measurable ROI from all digital 
advertising spend. Publishers face perpetual strain to rapidly generate maximum 
revenue from mobile apps and websites. 

To tackle these demands, organizations need expertise and technology. There 
are a huge array of vendors to choose from. But the ecosystem is complex and 
disjointed, and most available partners are only just discovering the intricacies of 
new privacy laws, let alone guaranteeing compliance. 

Constrained by a lack of viable options to deliver business results while also 
addressing consumer data expectations, brands and publishers are lured in by 
commercial promises from vendors[1], and seduced by innovative tech. But 
most solutions manufacture results based on forced, ambiguous or non-existent 
user consent. Meaning? Organizations have no choice but to rely on toxic user 
data, and inadvertently practice rogue marketing.  

As the internet matures, laws change and the digital economy evolves, this 
is unsustainable. 
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The wake of a trusted digital economy.

A new economic system that allows for the on-demand, peer-to-peer supply 
of products and services has emerged. From shopping and entertainment, to 
finance and transport, consumers are empowered by choice and convenience 
at the tap of a screen.

Mobile was responsible for over $1 trillion worth of retail sales in the US alone 
in 2018[2], two billion people now use apps for their personal banking[3], and 14 
million Ubers are hailed every single day[4]. Life is mobile.

In a complex world where advanced technology is part of everyday life, 
consumers need to trust that organizations do what they say and say what they 
do. They’re required to place faith in the way organizations use algorithms to 
deliver products, services and information best tied to their individual choices 
and personal preferences. 

Uber and Airbnb’s ultimate success is not based just on clever tech, lots of data, 
or consumer convenience. It’s more fundamentally based on trust. Consumers 
can rate and review drivers and hosts transparently. They feel safe getting into a 
cab and staying in a stranger’s home. And have faith that they will be charged a 
fair price for the journey or the stay. 

Similarly for banking. If consumers don’t trust their money is safe as they 
transact from a mobile device, they wouldn’t do it, no matter how convenient it 
might be. 

With ratings and review sites for everything, online communities, word of mouth 
at scale, transparent two-way dialogue between organizations and consumers, 
and blockchain technology - trust is the most valuable currency today. 

95% of customers are more likely to be loyal to a company they trust, while 
92% are more likely to purchase additional products and services from trusted 
businesses[5].

The digital economy is thriving because organizations and consumers 
understand, trust and value it. The same cannot be said for digital advertising. 
It’s built on opacity and deception, and in the wake of a trusted digital economy, 
it’s now being exposed and regulated.

of customers are more likely to 
be loyal to a company they trust

95%

$1+ trillion
US retail sales 

on mobile

2 billion
people now use apps for their 

personal banking
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Digital advertising’s imperative 
transformation.

Over the last 18 months, consumers have witnessed high profile data scandals 
hit the headlines. Some of the biggest household names in technology and 
business have been tarnished for the way they knowingly or unknowingly use 
black hat methods to obtain user data for advertising purposes.  

In summer 2019, Netflix, with 154 million daily subscribers in 190 countries[6], 
released a prime-time documentary - “The Great Hack” - exposing the mass 
data abuse and rogue techniques that power the multi-billion dollar digital 
advertising industry[7]. 

There’s no doubt, the curtain has been lifted. Consumers understand the 
value of their data. They’re aware it’s being stolen. They know it’s being used 
to target them with ads and to monetize content. They know it’s being done 
without their permission. And they know they have no control.

It makes sense then, that consumer trust is at an all time low. 59% of customers 
believe their personal information is vulnerable to a security breach, and 54% 
don’t believe companies have their best interests at heart[8]. With GPDR, CCPA 
and equivalent laws around the world, digital advertising is not only being 
exposed, it’s also being regulated. 

The FTC dropped a $5bn fine on Facebook following the Cambridge Analytica 
affair. British Airways and Marriott Hotels have both been fined a collective 
$300m for data breaches, by the UK regulator, the ICO. And 89,000 data 
breaches have been logged since GDPR came into effect[8].

The foundations upon which digital advertising used to be built are no longer 
sustainable. An imperative transformation is occurring. 

of customers believe 
their personal information is 

vulnerable to a security breach

54%

don’t believe companies have 
their best interests at heart

59%
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The biggest shift in advertising since 
the creation of the internet. 

A shift that’s reminiscent of what’s come before in other industries. 
Entertainment for example; Blockbuster didn’t evolve to suit consumers in a 
digital age, and it went bankrupt. Retail; 68 famous brands including Toys “R” 
Us, Diesel and retail giant Sears, have filed for bankruptcy since 2015[10]. They 
didn’t spot the rising shift to ecommerce.

Major casualties have been seen in the travel, transport, banking and food 
industries. All from those who didn’t adapt to changing digital tides. 
 
But the biggest companies on earth today are making history. Breaking business 
records. Smashing financial goals and changing the world for the better. In 
fact, of the world’s top 150 companies valued at over $1bn, almost 70% were 
founded in the last 10 years[11]. All because they saw a shift happening, and 
were bold enough to respond.

As with similar shifts before, there will be winners and losers in the wake of a 
trusted digital economy. The companies who win don’t need to be richer or 
smarter than others. They just need to know one simple thing, and respond to it...

Consumers expect choice and control 
over their digital advertising experience.

Conditioned by the on-demand, one-click, personalized control they have 
over so many aspects of life via mobile, and now increasingly supported and 
protected by the law itself, consumers have a concrete opportunity to gain 
control over their digital advertising experience.
 
To align with expectations, they need transparency and control over how, when 
and why their data is collected. Freedom of choice over the way they ‘pay’ for 
content; with data or with money. And the ability to update preferences and 
change their mind at any point. 
 
When it comes to ad content, consumers want brand experiences tailored 
to their preferences, behaviors and needs. Over half (53%) of consumers say 
they expect the offers they receive from businesses to be personalized, and 84% 
say being treated like a person — not a number — is very important to winning 
their business[12].
 
The good news for organizations is that 79% of consumers are willing to share 
relevant personal information about themselves in exchange for personalized 
offers[13], and 71% are willing to share their data to access free content[14]. But 
this only applies when they are given a choice. And as it stands today, digital 
advertising is failing to meet consumers’ expectations. 
 
Organizations who understand and respond to this, and adapt their advertising 
practices accordingly, will be the ones who earn consumer trust, reap the 
business rewards and thrive in the trusted digital economy. 

of the top 150 companies 
valued at over $1bn, were founded 

in the last 10 years

70%
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But currently, there are three major obstacles blocking an organization’s ability 
to respond to the imperative transformation facing digital advertising.

The Old Way

No Choice

Fleeting

Respected Choice

Sustainable

The New Wayvs

Users are tracked, their 
data is collected and used, 

unknowingly

Drive hard for short term gains, 
jeopardizing user trust

Users are given clear and 
fair choices over their data 
and digital ads

Foster mutual value exchange and 
build long-term user trust

Repelled Engaged

Users are targeted based on 
unreliable and toxic data, 

with intrusive ads

Users are attracted based 
on reliable and consented data, 
with useful ads
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Untraceable and untrusted user consent. 

Despite the impact of the law and potential fines at stake, organizations still 
struggle to give choice and control to consumers over their data and digital 
advertising experience. Even when an organization is certain beyond doubt that 
their own data collection and handling practices are fully compliant, they can’t 
be certain that applies to all their partners. 

Most advertising technology and data vendors do not collect consent 
directly, instead they use third-party consent managers, meaning they can’t 
guarantee compliance with privacy laws such as GDPR, CCPA and similar. It’s 
virtually impossible to trace the origin of user consent, and be certain that the 
consumers who see your ads have indeed chosen to see them. 

When organizations rely on so many partners and technology providers to grow 
their business and engage consumers on mobile, this puts them at serious legal 
and financial risk. Not to mention the damage it does to their reputation with 
consumers, who continue to be served forced or ambiguous consent notices, 
and targeted without explicit consent.  

Furthermore, consumers are never really given a fair choice over their advertising 
experience. At best, they are able to ‘opt-in’ or ‘opt-out’ of sharing data.  But 
the average privacy statement takes 18 minutes to read[15], and only 22% of 
consumers read them in full[16].  So they never really know what they’re opting 
‘in’ or ‘out’ of — let alone being given an alternative choice; like the ability to 
pay for content with money, in a data-sharing and ad-free environment.

Essentially, organizations are missing an effective solution to obtain and manage 
users’ choices, guarantee compliance, while still generating a big return on 
advertising investment.

PROBLEM 01

of consumers  
read them in full

22%

 18 
minutes

is the time it takes to read the 
average consent notice

only
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PROBLEM 02

of companies believe third-party 
data is unreliable, incomplete, and 

negatively affecting revenue

82%

Unreliable and risky data, beyond your own 
apps and websites.

Brands and publishers can only legitimately understand the part of the mobile 
user journey that happens inside their own apps and websites. They don’t 
see what happens before or after. As such they are missing critical marketing 
knowledge about the consumer. 

As we’ve seen, consumers not only expect choice and control over their digital 
advertising experience, they also expect personalized and useful ad content. 
It’s the broader mobile user journey - across other brands, apps and websites 
- that contains data and insight required to understand the human behind the 
screen, inform an effective advertising strategy, and deliver ads that appeal to a 
consumer’s preferences and behaviors. Missing this necessary first-party data, 
organizations look elsewhere, to third-party data.

But 82% of companies believe third-party data is unreliable, incomplete, and 
negatively affecting revenue[17]. This data is usually broad, and based on 
aggregated segments. It’s also down-right dangerous when it’s not consented 
by the consumer due to the regulatory exposure from data privacy laws.
 
Low quality data is then fed into generic AI and ad network algorithms. It might 
improve audience reach short term, but inevitably leads to unwanted ads, 
damaged reputations for brands and publishers, and a lot of wasted budget on 
bad data and ineffective campaigns. 

Every year bad data costs US businesses $3 trillion. Of that, $611 billion is 
wasted on advertising spend[18], and 83% of companies believe their revenue is 
negatively affected by inaccurate and incomplete data[19].  

of companies believe their revenue is 
negatively affected by inaccurate and 

incomplete data

83%
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Complex and opaque ecosystem, with 
unacceptable levels of fraud.

The digital advertising ecosystem has been built over the years by adding 
layer upon layer of different technologies and platforms on both the advertiser 
and the publisher side. Thousands of disjointed products, blackboxes and 
non-transparent operating practices have created unprecedented levels of 
complexity and a blindingly opaque ecosystem. 

This impenetrable landscape of third-party intermediaries - who control the 
transactional relationship between brands, publishers and consumers - has 
become fertile ground for mass fraud, at a scale never seen before in any 
industry. 

Global ad fraud is predicted to cost $27bn in 2019, and rise to $32bn by 
2022[20]. And the World Federation of Advertisers estimates that up to 30% of 
advertising is unseen by consumers. 

The issue affects brands and publishers alike. In June 2019, Uber filed a 
$40 million lawsuit claiming it was the victim of systematic ad fraud[21]. And 
after uncovering $1.3m worth of fraud, Anthony Hitching, Digital Advertising 
Operation Director at The Financial Times said, “The scale of the fraud we 
found is jaw-dropping. The industry continues to waste advertising budgets on 
what is essentially organized crime.”

This murkiness also has a major impact on brand safety. Advertisers never really 
know where all their ads appear, and publishers never really know exactly what 
ads will be displayed on their properties. Both of which have negative consumer 
effects; 50% of users say that ads next to undesirable content negatively affect 
their view of brands[22], and 52% say that annoying ads give them ‘a poor 
opinion’ of the site or app that hosts them[23].

Yet again, organizations seem to be trapped. 64% of digital advertising decision 
makers across EMEA and the US say that achieving brand safety for their 
campaigns negatively impacts on performance, and 71% say that it’s difficult to 
achieve reach while delivering ads to the right audience in the right context[24]. 
So organizations are forced to choose between performance and reach 
(which could be fraudulent anyway), or brand safety. 

It doesn’t have to be this way. Ogury offers a unique solution to help 
organizations overcome these obstacles, enabling brands and publishers 
to thrive in the trusted digital economy...

PROBLEM 03

2019

Global ad fraud cost is predicted 
to increase by 2022

2022

$27BN

$32BN

of users say that annoying ads give 
them ‘a poor opinion’ of the site or 

app that hosts them

52%
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Ogury Advertising Engine

Ogury has created the first advertising engine driven by user choice. Fueled 
by unique, reliable mobile user and behavior data. Powered by purpose-built 
algorithms and innovative ad formats.  

Brands and publishers are able to execute a choice-driven advertising 
approach, and build user trust simply. All whilst achieving previously 
unattainable business results in the form of user engagement and mobile 
asset revenue. 

Key Capabilities:

User Consent and Preferences
Obtain and manage user consent and advertising preferences.

• Offer users clear options about sharing data, receiving ads or simply  

paying a fair price to access content. 

• Support GDPR compliance.

• Automatically feed users’ choices into Ogury Advertising Engine 

and its ecosystem. 

Data and Insights Generation
Access unique, reliable mobile user and behavior data.

• Collect consented signals from consumers who have chosen  

to share their data.

• Generate meaningful mobile user data on journeys, behaviors  

and interests, outside of your own apps and websites.

• Access actionable insights on custom personas, vertical dynamics 

and socio-demo groups.

Media Activation
Deliver business results driven by user choice. 

• Engage users who have chosen to receive ads.

• Deliver business results with purpose-built algorithms 

and innovative ad formats. 

• Monetize mobile assets with top brand demand. 



Choice
Manager

Don’t Share
behavioral data.A

D
S

Do Share
behavioral data.A

D
S

Pay fair price,
no data sharing.

N
O

 A
D

S
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User Consent and Preferences

Ogury’s SDK is integrated into over 10,000 apps around the globe, with more 
being added every day. Once activated into our publisher partners, the SDK 
enables Ogury to generate the unique, reliable mobile user and behavior data 
that fuels our advertising engine. It’s a process that begins with user choice. 

Believing from the start that transparency is the future of digital advertising and 
that consumers should have full control over their personal data and advertising 
experience, Ogury presents a clear, high-converting consent notice to every 
consumer. This provides an opportunity for them to make an informed choice 
over their data and advertising preferences: 

Withhold behavioral data, and receive basic, less relevant, ads. 

Pay a fair monetary price for an ad-free experience with no data sharing.01

Share behavioral data, and receive personalized relevant ads. 02

03

User Consent and Preferences
Directly and systematically collect and manage user consent and 

advertising choices. 

• Offer users clear options about sharing data, receiving ads or simply paying a fair  

price to access content. 

• Support GDPR compliance. 

• Automatically feed users’ choices into Ogury Advertising Engine and its ecosystem.

Products
• Ogury Choice Manager

Technology
• SDK
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Data and Insights Generation

When a user chooses to share their data in exchange for free content and 
relevant advertising recommendations, Ogury collects consented raw signals 
in real-time. Once collected, these consented signals are transformed by 
Ogury’s purpose-built Data Generation Engine into meaningful Advertising Data. 
Behavior is revealed across websites browsed, apps installed or deleted, and 
usage of apps, and combined with self-declared socio-demo data to draw a 
high-level user profile.

Ogury currently generates consented data from over 400m user profiles, 
with this number growing every day. It also makes Ogury fully compliant with 
stringent privacy laws such as GDPR and CCPA. The data that fuels Ogury 
Advertising Engine is reliable, consented and respects user privacy always. 

Unique, reliable mobile user and behavior data is visualized into actionable 
insights. Gain complete flexibility over audience definition with Custom 
Personas. Socio-Demo and Vertical Insights provide the most granular 
audience view and unlock performance for Reach campaigns.
 

Data and Insights Generation
Access unique, reliable mobile user and behavior data.

• Collect consented signals from consumers who have chosen to share their data. 

• Generate meaningful mobile user data on journeys, behaviors and interests, 

outside of your own apps and websites.  

• Access actionable insights on custom personas, vertical dynamics and socio-

demo groups.

Products
• Ogury Active Insights

Technology

• Data Generation and Augmentation Algorithms 
• Data Modelling
• Dashboard

BEHAVIORAL & 
SOCIO-DEMO DATA
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Data and Media Activation

Ogury Advertising Engine offers advertisers the only technological solution 
that engages consumers in a fair exchange based on their digital advertising 
preferences:

Organizations activate insights to deliver personalized and personified ads 
to users that have chosen to receive them. A purpose-built Brand Affinity 
Recommendation algorithm learns and optimizes throughout the life of a 
campaign to optimize to behavioral and contextual criteria that perform. 
Combined with unique and innovative ad formats, advertisers drive high levels 
of sustained user engagement and effective business results.

Publishers are able to significantly increase ad revenue from mobile assets while 
building user trust. Perfectly relevant ad content is served, from premium brands 
that appeal to users’ advertising preferences and mobile behaviors. 

Currently, Ogury activates unique, reliable mobile user and behavior data from 
400M+ mobile user profiles in more than 120 countries, in partnership with 
1,500+ brands and 10,000+ mobile apps across the globe.

Data and Media Activation
Deliver business results driven by user choice.

• Engage users who have chosen to receive ads.

• Deliver business results with purpose-built algorithms and innovative ad formats. 

• Monetize mobile assets with top brand demand.

Products
• Ogury User Engagement

• Ogury Exclusive Demand

Technology
• Brand Affinity Recommendation Algorithm
• Ogury SDK
• Innovative Ad Formats 

Subscription

Personification

Personalization

User 
Engagement

Users choose to share certain behavioral and socio-demo data – 
Ogury delivers to them highly relevant ads and recommendations. 
We call this personalization.

Users can pay a fair price and enjoy an ad free, data collection free 
experience. It is simply a subscription model.01

Users don’t want to share any data – Ogury thrives to deliver to them the 
most useful ads, based on their context, e.g. day or night, cold or hot 
weather etc. We call this personification.

02

03
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Conclusion

In the wake of a trusted digital economy, where consumers rule supreme, digital 
advertising is facing an imperative transformation. The deception and opacity 
built-in to the ecosystem is being exposed and regulated. Consumers now 
expect choice and control over their data and digital advertising experience. 

The future belongs to those who respond, and the opportunity for value 
creation is immense. When consumers are given choice and control, they 
understand and trust the value-exchange in digital advertising, and are willing 
to share their data. When consumers willingly share their data, organizations 
gain reliable mobile user data while also building long term trust, and marketers 
generate effective business results, driven by user choice. 

Ogury is extending an open invitation to the entire digital ecosystem to 
embrace this new advertising model. Where organizations put the user at the 
center of their strategies, not only as a buyer or a source of revenue, but also 
as a human being with freedom of choice. 

The shift is real. 
Digital advertising now starts with user choice.
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